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Dear rally enthusiast,

The 11th edition of the Morocco Desert Challenge starts up again in 2019. The anniversary edition was 
a huge success, and this year also promises to be a massively special year! Fasten your seatbelts, 
you don’t want to miss this! 

The contestants will criss-cross Morocco in eight varied stages from April 13 to April 20, 2019, again 
this year without connection routes. There are plenty of great moments awaiting them from the start 
on the beach of Plage Blanch to the finish on the Mediterranean Sea: winding paths, sandy wadis, 
deserted by lovely passages and dunes as high as a house. We assure you, the Morocco Desert 
Challenge 2019 is a serious test of man and machine from beginning to end. 

For the second time, together with the organization, GPT Rally has put together two different trips. 
Each VIP trip covers a different stage of the rally, so there is something for everyone. Whether you 
choose the six-day tour through the challenging dunes of Erg Chegaga and Merzouga, or the five-
day trip where you cheer the contestants over the finish line, both trips have all comforts provided 
and we ensure that you can watch the rally from the most beautiful and best locations.   

You’ll find the complete itineraries for the various trips in this brochure. We hope you are just as 
excited as we are and want to warmly welcome you during this unique experience of the Morocco 
Desert Challenge.

If you have questions/remarks regarding this trip, you can always contact us.

Kind regards, 
Roel Engel 
Director - GPT Rally



ABOUT  
GPT RALLY
As a full-service tour operator specializing in rallies, GPT Rally knows all of the routes to a perfect 
voyage anywhere in the world. 

Our core task is the facilitation of rally teams and their partners and sponsors with made-to-measure 
travel and accommodation solutions. To do this, we utilized our nearly 22 years of experience in the 
high-profile automobile and motor sports world. 
 
Working closely with the organizers of the Morocco Desert Challenge, our unique concept offers 
many advantages. Our guests - you - come to the most beautiful locations and can stay in the 
same hotels and bivouacs as the contestants. You don’t have to worry about anything: using our  
experience, we ensure a smooth transition of all of the travel-related parts. The organizers can focus 
on the rally, we ensure that you can enjoy an unforgettable trip.

Our experienced travel guides know the ropes in Morocco and know the rally world inside and out. 
We don’t just take you to the rally to watch it from a distance: we make sure you are in the midst of 
it. You don’t even have to bring a tent: this is an all-inclusive trip and all of your accommodation is 
provided.



What started eleven years ago as the Libya Desert Challenge, with fifty adventurers in the Libyan 
desert, has grown into the largest rally-raid in the world, the Morocco Desert Challenge. 

That the event has one of the few rallies in the world that is growing can be attributed to the fact 
that rally director Gert Duson and his team of organizers, who have stuck to their original ideals  
despite the many changes and strong growth.  “When we started ten years ago as Libya Rally, the 
goal was to create a great rally for the better amateur drivers. It started as an adventure, and that’s 
how it should stay, even now that the name has changed to Morocco Desert Challenge and now 
that we’ve slowly grown into the largest rally in the world”, says Duson. “Good food, good bivouacs, 
good road books, no connections, attractive and challenging routes, reasonable rates for which you 
get a great deal, personal involvement with the contestants and their guests: those are the core 
values for me and mess around with them. Unless it’s to further improve them.”

For the 2019 edition, we again chose a coast-to-coast route in eight stages from the Atlantic Ocean 
to the Mediterranean Sea, right through the most beautiful, challenging and varied landscapes 
in Morocco. On April 13, approximately 1200 contestants will be quivering with impatience at the  
starting line, with more than sixty motorbikes and quads, about two hundred cars and SUVs in the 
rally and the raid and forty trucks.



Not only is the Morocco Desert Challenge an experience for the contestants, but also for their guest 
partners and sponsors. In contrast to other rallies, they don’t just get a glimpse of the action, but 
guests are a true part of the event and have access to everything that the MDC is famous for: a  
fantastic competition, good ambience in super bivouacs and the excellent catering. You aren’t a 
burden at the Morocco Desert Challenge, but a very welcome guest.

In the evening we light up a camp-fire, turn up great music and let the stories flow. You can enjoy 
a Belgian beer, a good wine or a cold soft drink at the bar for very reasonable prices. Comfortable 
Moroccan tents await you, furnished with a mattress, warm blankets, a night stand and a light. 

The catering at the Morocco Desert Challenge is a feast in itself. Dinner is an extremely important 
ritual to us. Every day, the team of professional chefs provide top catering in a unique setting.  
Ingredients imported from Europe in combination with carefully selected local fresh products ensure 
a cornucopia of delights. And it doesn’t stop at dinner. Good food is important all day long. So, an 
extensive and varied breakfast is served in the morning, and during the competition there is a lunch 
freshly prepared on site.



Overnight stays during the Morocco Desert Challenge are partially spent in comfortable Berber tents 
in the bivouacs and partially in the good hotels near the stages. The hotels in Morocco have an  
authentic atmosphere. The furnishings are often traditional but equipped with all comforts. 

Spending the night in the desert under thousands of twinkling stars, extensive plain or at the edge 
of the Merzouga dunes is an unforgettable experience. You’ll be provided with large traditional  
Berber tents with a mattress, bed linens, night stand and a bottle of water. Every location has  
showers with hot water and European toilets. 



DAY 1 | Sunday, April 14 
Your adventure begins in the afternoon at the airport in Amsterdam or Brussels. Your flight departs 
toward Ouarzazate, where you’ll arrive that night. Upon arrival at the airport, your transfer will be 
ready to take you to the hotel in Ouarzazate.

DAY 2 | Monday, April 15 
Spend the morning as you like, at the swimming pool or in the famous town where special and also 
famous film sets are erected. After lunch in a Moroccan restaurant, the cars are ready. We’ll travel 
together over beautiful tracks to kasbah Ait Ben Haddou, the backdrop many films such as Gladiator, 
Lawrence of Arabia, The Mummy, etc. After a fantastic afternoon we drive back to Ouarzazate, where 
we’ll have dinner and spend the night. 

DAY 3 | Tuesday, April 16 
Today’s the day! We’re going to see live action! After an early breakfast we’ll drive in 4x4 cars to a 
lovely waypoint of this special day. The contestants drive from Assa to Foum Zguid. This stage is 
the ideal playground for a true cross-country rally, and you’re in the front row. Around noon there 
is a lunch box ready for you and plenty of drinks are available all day long. As soon as the last  
contestants have passed, we’ll drive to the bivouac where we’ll have dinner and spend the night.  

DAY 4 | Wednesday, April 17 
From the bivouac at Foum Zguid, you’ll witness the start of the fifth stage. This special stage is a real 
test: with sand, sand and more sand on the agenda! As soon as the contestants have departed, we’ll 
drive to the finish line of this stage. There we’ll have everything ready for lunch. As soon as the last 
contestants are in, you can enjoy a fantastic buffet dinner with them. Accommodation is in a hotel 
near the bivouac. 

DAY 5 | Thursday, April 18 
After a delicious breakfast we’ll get ready for the sixth stage, ending in Merzouga. On top of the 
dunes of Merzouga you have a fantastic view. You’ll see how the contestants conquer the savage 
dunes with the setting sun in the background. The bivouac is near a kasbah-hotel at the foot of the 
famous Erg Chebbi dunes. A barbecue and party are organized here every year, which the organizers, 
teams and contestants really look forward to. Around midnight your transfer will be ready to take 
you to the hotel in Erfoud. 

DAY 6 | Friday, April 19 
After six unforgettable days (and nights), the last thing on the agenda is an early morning return 
flight from Errachidia. You’ll be transferred to the airport. You’ll receive a packed breakfast to get the 
day off to a good start. We’ll wave goodbye to you when you arrive at the airport, and hope that 
you return home with a suitcase full of special memories.

Price per person based on 2 persons € 1.895, - excluding flight ticket



VIP-TRIP JOURNEY TO 
THE FINISH LINE
DAY 1 | Wednesday, April 17 
In late afternoon you’ll fly from Amsterdam or Brussels to Errachidia. Upon arrival at the airport, your 
transfer at ready to take you to the hotel.

DAY 2 | Thursday, April 18 
The sixth stage of the rally promises a challenging special day with something for everyone. The 
contestants drive from Zagora toward Merzouga over winding sand and stone tracks. After an early 
breakfast, we’ll be on the road to Merzouga to cheer on the contestants from the top of the dunes. 
From this spot you’ll have a front row view and you’ll see the contestants battle the last meters of 
this stage. The bivouac is located at the foot of the famous Erg Chebbi dunes, where we’ll have a 
barbecue and stay overnight in the authentic Yasmina desert hotel. After the barbecue, the tables 
will be moved aside and it’s time to party! The organizers, drivers, mechanics and partners come 
together to celebrate the evening. 

DAY 3 | Friday, April 19 
Today we’ll cheer on the contestants at the starting line of the seventh stage. This is the last stage 
driven through the dunes. As soon as the contestants have departed, we’ll jump into the 4x4s so we 
will be on time at one of the most beautiful locations of the seventh stage. Around noon there is a 
lunch box ready for you and plenty of drinks are available all day long. When the rally has passed us, 
we’ll drive to the bivouac where a buffet dinner and tents are ready for us.

DAY 4 | Saturday, April 20
The last stage is a little shorter, but can’t be said to be any easier. For the contestants it is a maze 
of hard to see tracks, which makes navigation difficult. We’ll arrive at the finish line of the Morocco 
Desert Challenge 2019 on time to enthusiastically welcome the contestants. Afterwards we’ll drive to 
the all-inclusive five-star hotel in Saïda, with a view of the Mediterranean Sea, for the closing dinner, 
awards ceremony and the party in the evening.

DAY 5 | Sunday, April 21 
After six unforgettable days (and nights), the last thing on the agenda is an early morning return 
flight from Oujda. A packed breakfast will be ready for you and you’ll be taken to the airport. Your 
flight will arrive at the airport in Amsterdam or Brussels in the late afternoon. 

Price per person based on 2 persons € 1.845, - excluding flight ticket
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